Although rigorous measures of similarity for sequence and structure are now well established, the problem of defining functional relationships has been particularly daunting. Here, we present several manifold embedding techniques to compute distances between Gene Ontology (GO) functional annotations and consequently estimate functional distances between protein domains. To evaluate accuracy, we correlate the functional distance to the well established measures of sequence, structural, and phylogenetic similarities. Finally, we show that manual classification of structures into folds and superfamilies is mirrored by proximity in the newly defined function space. We show how functional distances place structure-function relationships in biological context resulting in insight into divergent and convergent evolution. The methods and results in this paper can be readily generalized and applied to a wide array of biologically relevant investigations, such as accuracy of annotation transference, the relationship between sequence, structure, and function, or coherence of expression modules.
Although rigorous measures of similarity for sequence and structure are now well established, the problem of defining functional relationships has been particularly daunting. Here, we present several manifold embedding techniques to compute distances between Gene Ontology (GO) functional annotations and consequently estimate functional distances between protein domains. To evaluate accuracy, we correlate the functional distance to the well established measures of sequence, structural, and phylogenetic similarities. Finally, we show that manual classification of structures into folds and superfamilies is mirrored by proximity in the newly defined function space. We show how functional distances place structure-function relationships in biological context resulting in insight into divergent and convergent evolution. The methods and results in this paper can be readily generalized and applied to a wide array of biologically relevant investigations, such as accuracy of annotation transference, the relationship between sequence, structure, and function, or coherence of expression modules.
kernel methods ͉ diffusion geometry ͉ domain evolution ͉ functional annotation ͉ homology modeling O ne of the fundamental questions in biology deals with the inter-relationship between structure, function and evolution. The need to precisely and quantitatively measure evolutionary relationships encouraged the development of robust and accurate sequence (1) and structure (2, 3) comparison methods. The importance of these algorithms to computational biology cannot be underestimated. For example, the efficacy of transferring functional annotation depends on the precision of these sequence and structure comparison algorithms (4, 5) . Although significant progress has been made in defining distance between sequences and structures, a rigorous understanding of functional distance is still limited.
At first glance, the notion of functional distance is qualitative and subjective. The development of annotation systems that depict function in a machine readable format was the first step in treating functional annotation rigorously. For example, the Gene Ontology (6) (GO) has become the gold standard for describing molecular functions of genes and proteins. However, the GO is not naturally amenable to measuring distance. One complication is an intrinsic bias in annotation where large numbers of unrelated genes share the same annotation (ATPase), making those categories uninformative. Previous attempts at identifying functional relationships between genes focused mostly on calculating statistical over-representation of functional categories (7) . These methods are well suited for quantifying coherence of function in sets of genes, but not useful for exploring structure-function or sequence-function relationships.
Recently, researchers have recognized the importance of measuring distance between annotations (8) and proposed a simple measure of distance using the shortest path algorithm (9) . However, these kinds of distances lack resolution and are complicated by somewhat arbitrary characteristics of the ontology, e.g., when annotations on the same level differ in their degree of generality. Accordingly, we show that functional metrics based on shortest path algorithms perform significantly worse than methods based on diffusion-type manifold embedding (10) proposed in this work.
Defining distances between functional categories is integrally important due to potential insights into the coevolution of sequence, structure and function (11) . For example, function broadly defined as all activities performed by a set of sequences that fold into a domain structure, can be represented as a weighted subgraph of the GO directed acyclic graph (DAG) (12) . This representation of function was used to establish the importance of considering homology relationships in a phylogenetic context. In this paper, we introduce more accurate and sensitive functional distances based on diffusion-type manifold embeddings of GO annotations to explore the structurefunction relationship in detail.
Manifold embedding techniques are based on kernels (see definition in Materials and Methods), which have already been successfully applied to various problems in bioinformatics (13) . In particular, computational approaches aimed at integrating various data sets have explored the effect of adding GO kernels for use in subsequent classification by SVM (14) . Although our approach also employs kernels defined on GO, there are several fundamental differences. Most importantly, we apply these kernels to quantify functional distances as opposed to applications centered on classification of data into specific categories. Moreover, our approach naturally extends the notion of functional distance to protein domains by using the geometric interpretation of the manifold embedding (see Materials and Methods). Finally, we apply functional distances to exploring coevolution of sequence, structure, and function.
Functional distances defined here via diffusion-type manifold embedding techniques allow for increased sensitivity and arbitrary levels of granularity. Using our measures of functional distance, we can estimate the average divergence of function with respect to structure, sequence or phylogenetic similarity. Although clearly an area of active research, we show that functional distances are already accurate enough to discover specific relationships between protein domain functions. Finally, we show how functional distances can be used to explore divergent as well as convergent evolution.
than at the bottom level. One way to address this would be to model the inherent bias of the ontology by taking into account node usage (14) . For example, consider a case where a large proportion of proteins are coannotated with a pair of GO terms, the distance between these nodes on the GO DAG will be large because their cooccurrence is not specifically correlated with shared function.
Thus, the basic idea behind building an appropriate kernel is that GO terms shared by few protein sequences will be assigned small local distances or equivalently high values of local similarities. Alternatively, general annotations appearing at the top of the ontology will be assigned large local distances (or small similarities). Using the intuition outlined above, we form a graph where weights represent local similarities and use several techniques of manifold and graph embedding to calculate global distances between functional annotations. Embedding strategies exploit the underlying geometry of the graph and can implicitly correct ambiguities in the ontology. Finally, we use a global measure of distance between GO terms in combination with representation of domain function as a GO subgraph (12) Correlating Functional Distance with Sequence, Structure, and Phylogenetic Proximity. We use the well known correlations of function with sequence, structure (12) , and phylogenetic profiles (15) to evaluate the efficacy of using manifold embedding to quantify functional relationships between domains. The embedding procedure involves defining local similarity weights as described above and using them to form a kernel (the types of kernels used here and their direct relation to the notion of manifold embedding are described in Materials and Methods). The choice of kernel is arbitrary, but integrally important in the definition of distance. Thus, we compared the performance of several kernels in their ability to accurately represent functional distance between protein domains. We report results for four different choices of kernels. The first three are formed by diffusion-type kernels, whereas the fourth is similar to previously proposed shortest distance between GO annotations (9) .
We use Z scores (2) from DALI (16) to quantify structural proximity, BLAST (1) for sequence similarity and mutual information (MI) between phylogenetic profiles (15) for phylogenetic similarity (see Materials and Methods). We find that functional distances between protein domains calculated using diffusiontype kernels correlate well with sequence alignment, structural proximity and phylogenetic similarity ( Fig. 1 a-c) . Importantly, the dynamic range of the correlations is very large and the averaging due to binning almost insignificant. On the other hand, the distance metric based on the shortest path algorithm shows no significant correlation with either homology or phylogenetic similarity (Fig. 1d) . A clear benefit of developing a rigorous functional distance metric is the comparison of functional information in sequence, structure alignment, and phylogenetic profiling.
One thing to note from Fig. 1 is the dependence of the observed correlations on the choice of kernel. For example, the correlation between protein structure similarity and functional distance can be described by a first-order exponential decay, along the full range from far-diverged folds (Z ϭ 6) to superfamily (Z ϭ 9), and closely related proteins that belong to the same structural family (Z Ͼ 12) (11) and often share the same function. This behavior is similar for all diffusion-type kernels considered in the present work. However, the rate of exponential decay depends on the kernel. We observed that the LLE kernel shows the slowest decay rate (T ϭ 0.54; T is the mean lifetime), whereas the inverse Laplacian kernel (pseudoinverse of the graph Laplacian) shows the steepest one (T ϭ 0.23) ( Table 1) . Furthermore, it is reasonable to assume that sequence alignment will relate to functional distance through a logistic function. Indeed, good sequence alignment is highly informative of similarity in function, whereas above a certain threshold, sequence alignment provides little information about functional proximity. Once again, we note that the different diffusion kernels can be characterized by the slope of the transition in the logistic fit. Consistent with results on correlation with structure, we find that the LLE kernel shows the shallowest slope (S ϭ 6.38), whereas the inverse Laplacian has the steepest transition slope (S ϭ 13.88) ( Table 1) .
We find that the differences in the observed correlations between functional distances derived from each kernel and sequence, structure and phylogenetic proximity measures can provide insight into the behavior of the kernel at different scales of resolution. The chosen diffusion-type kernels (pseudoinverse of the graph Laplacian, LLE and diffusion powers) emphasize different ranges of interaction between GO annotations and consequently result in range-specific resolutions. Specifically, the LLE kernel corresponds to a low power of diffusion and thus emphasizes shorter-range interactions between annotations. The diffusion kernel of power m ϭ 7, represents a functional distance with good resolution at medium distances because it takes into account larger paths along the unified GO annotation graph. Consequently, the range of approximately linear correlation with sequence alignment shortens. At last, the inverse Laplacian takes into account all powers of diffusion and thus incorporates all paths along the unified GO annotation graph. Therefore, it has impressive resolution at longer functional distances.
Consistent with the explanation presented above, both the structural alignment and sequence alignment show increasingly sharp transitions when applying the LLE kernel, followed by the diffusion kernel with power m ϭ 7 and at last the inverse Laplacian kernel (Table 1) . Thus, manifold embedding of GO can produce a functional distances at needed resolution by choosing a kernel appropriate to the specific application. For maximum resolution at small functional distances, the LLE kernel is most appropriate, whereas maximum resolution at long distances can be achieved by using the inverse Laplacian kernel. However, as expected, the qualitative behavior of the correlations remains the same for all choices of diffusion kernels.
Building a Functional Domain Universe Graph. Next, we wanted to explore whether our definition of functional distance that correlates on average with sequence, structural, and phylogenetic similarities ( Fig. 1) is accurate enough to yield biologically meaningful insights into the structure-function relationships of specific protein domains. We begin by creating a graph where nodes are domains colored by SCOP (17) fold annotation, and edges represent functional proximity calculated using the diffusion kernel (with m ϭ 7). The graph is transformed into an unweighted version using an empirically derived threshold of F ϭ 0.23. The resulting graph (Fig. 2a) illustrates both the specific functional relationships between individual domains and global relationships between folds and functions.
Two things become immediately apparent from functional embedding of the protein domain universe. First, at short functional distances, domains sharing fold classification form clusters sharing common function. Second, at intermediate functional distances, clusters of domains with related functions are proximal on the graph. For example, DNA-binding domains form a cluster that is close to the cluster containing exonuclease domains and transcription factor domains. As another example, Rossman fold domains performing oxidoreductase activity are separated by only one step from domains with dehydrogenase activity.
Although the graph shows separation of domains by fold and function, the structure-function relationship is clearly multifaceted. Functional clusters are not entirely monochromatic, e.g., functions are usually fulfilled by domains of several different folds. Some folds are also multifunctional and appear in clusters that are far from each other, e.g., Ferredoxins. Other folds are more functionally exclusive and only participate in clusters that are in close proximity, e.g., TIM beta/alpha barrel are mostly enzymatic functions. Finally, it appears that this representation of relationships between protein domain functions captures the separation of folds into functionally related superfamilies (17) .
Exploring Structure-Function Coevolution. Interestingly, there are certain domains that link proximal clusters. These domains may represent the intermediates in the evolutionary path from one function to another. For example, consider two clusters (labeled B and E on Fig. 2a ) populated mostly by 3-helical bundle domains. The B cluster contains domains responsible for DNA binding. Domains in this cluster bind to DNA nonspecifically (a representative structure is 1hlv, which is a centromere binding protein; ref. 18 ). On the other hand, the cluster labeled E is dominated by domains with the same 3-helical bundle structure, but those that bind to specific DNA sequences. These are mostly domains that carry out transcription initiation activity (a representative structure is the engrailed transcription factor 2hdd; ref. 19) . Interestingly, there is one domain that also has the structure of a 3-helical bundle that is functionally proximal to both clusters and appears as the connecting hub. This domain is coded by a family of gamma-delta resolvases (1gdt; ref. 20) . This is a family of proteins that binds to imperfectly conserved sequences (21) (Fig. 2b) .
Clearly, sequence binding specificity is not explicitly described by GO. However, the 3-helical bundles are a remarkable example of how GO embedding and the subsequent graph theoretical treatment can uncover relationships between structures by placing their functions in biological context. Subsequent application of evolutionary trace methods to the three families can uncover the residues responsible for the differential binding specificity of the 3-helical bundles and their mutational dynamics.
Specificity of DNA binding in 3-helical bundle domains is an example of divergent evolution where sequences are related by common ancestry (22) . On the other hand, convergent evolution is often defined as two proteins with no apparent homology The structure and phylogenetic similarity correlations were fit to a firstorder exponential decay curve (see Materials and Methods), and the exponential decay parameter T corresponds to the mean lifetime reported. The correlation with sequence is fit to a logistic function and the slope S of the transition is reported (see Materials and Methods). *The differences between values in this row are not significant.
performing the same function (22) . An additional benefit of defining functional distances is that we can easily detect instances of convergence by examining domains with close functional distance and no structural similarity. For example, using functional distances, we easily confirmed the well documented case of convergence of tRNA synthases [1pys (23) and 1a8h (24) , F score ϭ 0.001 and Z score Ͻ 2].
Discussion
Machine readable representations of function, e.g., GO, are a necessary first step toward high-throughput functional annotation of data from whole-genome sequencing and structural genomics projects. Although these databases represent an intuitively appealing representation of function, they are not immediately amenable to accurate definitions of functional distance.
Using nonlinear manifold embedding techniques, we were able to define distances between functional annotations and use those to quantify distances between protein domains. We find that diffusion kernels perform remarkably well in creating an accurate global distance metric applicable to quantifying functional relationships between protein domains.
As an example of specific insights that can be uncovered using the proposed distance metric, we explore functional relationships between 3-helical bundle domains which form two clusters in function space. These functional clusters turn out to be separable by the specificity of DNA binding. The family of sequences that are functionally similar to both clusters binds with intermediate specificity. this representation of the protein domain universe will undoubtedly uncover many more insights into the relationship between evolution of structure and function.
Kernel-based functional distance metrics have several important advantages over previously described methods (14) , Euclidean measures (12) , and shortest path algorithms (9) . First, the diffusion-type manifold embedding techniques give rise to distances taking into account both the geometry of the ontology and intrinsic biases in annotations in a robust way (insensitive to small amounts of noise). In particular, distances between subgraphs of annotation (e.g., those representing protein domains) have a clear geometric interpretation. Secondly, manifold embedding learns distances between annotations, rather than using kernels for classifications or defining distances between genes. Consequently, this approach is more natural for evaluating and comparing relationships between sequence, structure, and function as opposed to previous metrics that focused on applying GO kernels as part of a heterogeneous dataset for classification of protein-protein interactions (14) . As a result, these methods are significantly more general and can be applied in calculations of functional distances between arbitrary numbers of genes. Additionally, techniques presented here can be easily adapted to other ontologies. Finally, correlations with sequence, structure (2, 15) and phylogenetic proximity (Fig. 1) show that metrics based on diffusion-type manifold embedding are significantly more accurate than previously proposed measures (9) .
Having the ability to estimate ''distance'' in function space is fundamental to computational biology in the postgenomic era. A variety of computational tasks including assessment of annotation accuracy from homology modeling and module detection from microarray data can be facilitated by an accurate measurement of functional relationship between genes.
Materials and Methods
The GO DAG (6) can be found at www.geneontology.org. For structural proximity calculations, we use the Dali domain dictionary (2). The list of domains (3306) can be found at romi. bu.edu/kernelmapping/dali.txt. We use ASTRAL (25) to determine the SCOP (17) annotation for each domain. We use BLAST (1) to compare domain sequences. Matlab codes computing the following functional distances between annotations and protein domains can be found in www.math.umn.edu/ ϳlerman/supp/proteindistance. More specific details of the methods are discussed in SI Text.
Annotating Each Structure as a Subgraph on the GO. To annotate structures using GO (6), we use the strategy (12) of collecting all annotations for sequences (from NRDB; ref. 26 ) that fold into the structure and reconstructing all paths up to the root of the GO DAG.
Local Similarities Between GO Annotations. Formally, we form a unified graph G whose nodes are all annotation of GO appearing in protein domains and whose edges are the union of all edges of subgraphs representing protein domains. The local similarity weight w ij on an edge connecting annotation i and j is defined as follows: w ij ϭ 1/n ij where n ij is the number of domain subgraphs containing that edge.
Similarities by Diffusion and LLE Kernels. A (positive definite) kernel K for the unified graph is a real symmetric matrix whose size is N, the number of vertices of the unified graph, and whose eigenvalues are nonnegative. Its elements K i,j represent local similarities between corresponding graph nodes (i and j). The diffusion kernels are based on local diffusion process on the unified graph. We first normalize the local similarity weights defined above by the degree matrix D, which is defined as follows:
The normalized matrix
represents local transition probabilities between GO annotations. Its symmetric version is
Following Coifman et al. (10) , the diffusion kernel of ''power'' (or transition step) m is the matrix
A related diffusion kernel, suggested by Ham et al. (27) , is formed by taking the pseudoinverse of the graph Laplacian, that is,
A similar LLE (28) (local linear embedding) kernel is obtained by following Ham et al. (27) : We denote by e the uniform column vector of size N and length 1, that is, its elements are 1/ ͌ N. We then set
Finally, we denote by max , the largest eigenvalue of M and form the LLE kernel by the formula
Other forms of diffusion kernels (29, 30) are described in SI Text.
Distances Between Annotations and Their Relation to Manifold Em-
bedding. Given a kernel K, we compute the distance d(x, y) between GO annotations x and y as follows:
This formula has a straightforward interpretation. Any kernel K can be written in the form: K(x, y) ϭ ͳF(x), F(y)ʹ, where F embeds the graph vertices into a Euclidean space (usually referred to as feature space). Consequently, Eq. 1 can be written as:
The distance d(x,y) thus represents the Euclidean distance between the embedded annotations (in feature space). Assuming that the graph approximates a low-dimensional manifold or another continuous geometric structure, we view the graph embedding, F, as an approximation to a corresponding manifold embedding. The embedding and its corresponding distance are determined by the choice of kernel, which reflects geometric properties of the underlying graph or manifold. Indeed, when applying the diffusion kernel of power m (10), the corresponding distances measure the rate of connectivity between vertices according to paths of length m. The distances obtained by the inverse Laplacian represent the expected time to travel from one vertex to another vertex and then back to the original vertex (27) . The LLE distance is similar to a diffusion kernel with low powers. The corresponding LLE embedding tries to preserve local distances to nearest points along the graph (see
SI Text).
In the SI Text, we discuss efficient numerical evaluation of the functional distances for different kernels and large N.
The geodesic distances were calculated using Dijkstra's algorithm on the global GO graph (with local distances n ij ). The distance between the two sets of vertices A and B is then computed using the formula:
Variants of this ''distance'' and their properties are discussed in refs. 31 and 32.
Phylogenetic Similarity Between Protein Domains Based on Phylogenetic Profiles (P Score). We evaluate the phylogenetic similarity between structures by BLASTing (1) the set of nonredundant sequences found to fold into each domain against all fully sequenced genomes. The similarity between any two domains is then just the empirical mutual information, MI, between their phylogenetic profiles (15) . If x and y are two phylogenetic profiles, then
where p ij (x, y), i, j ϭ 0, 1, describe the frequencies of occurrence of all four possible combinations of presence (i/j ϭ 1) or absence (i/j ϭ 0) in the same genome for the two domains, p i (x), i ϭ 0, are the frequencies of occurrence (i ϭ 1) or absence (i ϭ 0) in profile x and p j (y), j ϭ 0, 1, are defined similarly. MI will be maximal if p 00 (x, y) ϭ p 11 (x, y) ϭ 0.5. That is, half of the terms of the two phylogenetic vectors are perfectly correlated (as a measure of nonorthologous gene displacement; ref. 33) , whereas the terms in the other half are perfectly anticorrelated.
Curve Fitting (Fig. 1) . All curve fitting was done using Origin 7 SR1 (www.originlab.com). Exponential decay was modeled using the equation
The values of T when correlating functional distance with structure and phylogenetic similarity are reported in Table 1 .
The correlation between sequence alignment and functional distance was modeled by the logistic function:
Here, the slope reported in Table 1 is simply
All fitted functions had coefficients of determination in the range 0.89 Ͻ R 2 Ͻ 0.97.
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Supplementary Text to "Defining Functional Distance Using Manifold Embeddings of Gene Ontology Annotations"
Gilad Lerman and Boris E. Shakhnovich April 25, 2007 In the main manuscript, we applied techniques of diffusion embedding to the Gene Ontology in order to create functional distances between GO annotations and sets of annotations representing protein function. Here, we provide additional details and explanations of the methods involved in forming such distances.
In Section 1, we describe our model for calculating local weights on the GO graph. Section 2 describes in details how to form distances between GO annotations using those weights via appropriate kernels. At last, Section 3 forms distances between protein domains based on the former distances. Matlab codes implementing the ideas described here can be found in http://www.math.umn.edu/∼lerman/supp/protein distance.
Transition Weights on the Gene Ontology
We form a unified graph G whose nodes are all annotation of GO (Gene Ontology) and edges are defined by the canonical structure of the ontology. The local similarity weight w i,j for an edge connecting node i and node j is defined as follows:
where n i,j is the number of subgraphs representing protein domain function containing that edge. We view the numbers {n i,j } as local distances. The motivation for our weight assignment can be explained as follows. Edges that share GO annotations by many protein domains (e.g. ones connecting nodes that appear at the top of the GO DAG and have none or few siblings) do not contribute much information about the specific function of the domain and we will thus assign to them large local distances, and equivalently small values of local similarities. Conversely, edges connecting nodes that are annotated by few domains will be assigned small local distance, equivalently large local similarities.
Following an argument in Brand [4] , we prefer using the inverse transform in equation (1) over the commonly used gaussian transform.
It is possible to simplify and assign equal weights for the whole graph G. However, our numerical experience indicates less favorable results. In particular, the embedding of the GO ontology according to the top eigenvectors of kernels described in Section 2 results in clearer and more interpretive clusters of genes when using the weights in equation (1) than when using uniform weights. It is also possible to assign more sophisticated local weights on each subgraph (following interpretive models). However, our numerical experiments have not observed significant differences over our simpler model.
Calculating Global Distances by Embedding
We describe here two different ways for measuring distances between GO annotations. The first method (with many variants) is by diffusion along the unified graph. This results in distances that measure the rate of connectivity of paths of specified length between two given nodes on the unified graph. The second one is obtained by considering geodesic (i.e. shortest path) distance between points on the unified graph and computing their length. In practical applications we only use the first method (the main manuscript demonstrates poor performance of the second method).
The diffusion distances can be obtained by embedding the underlying graph into a Euclidean space. The actual mapping φ is not needed for recovering the distances, but only the kernel K(x, y) = φ(x), φ(y) . The Euclidean distance between points x and y in the embedded space is
Our embedding methods differ in their choice of kernel. When computing various diffusion distances we apply several embeddings: variants of the Laplacian embedding (equivalently the diffusion embedding) as described in [7, 3, 6, 2] and a variant of locally linear embedding [9] . The computation of the geodesic distances is closely related to the Isomap embedding [11, 6] .
Diffusion Kernels
The diffusion distances are based on local diffusion process on the unified graph. The distances themselves measure the rate of connectivity related to diffusion in a given time period. In order to obtain local transition probabilities between nodes, we normalize the weights by the "degree matrix" D: Note that the two matrices P andP are algebraically similar. Diffusion distances can be assigned by creating a positive semidefinite kernel (that is, its matrix is symmetric with nonnegative eigenvalues) as a function of P orP and then applying equation (2) to that kernel.
Coifman and Lafon [2] have suggested using even powers ofP . That is,
They have related the corresponding distances to local transitions along the underlying graph of path-length m. It is possible to combine different powers of diffusion by using the pseudoinverse of the graph Laplacian (see e.g. Ham et. al [6] ), that is,
The corresponding distances describe the expected time to travel from one vertex to another vertex and then back to the original vertex (see e.g. [6] ). We have also created an LLE kernel, following Roweis and Saul [9] as well as Ham et. al [6] . Kondor and Lafferty [7] introduced the kernels
where t is an arbitrary positive constant. In Subsection 2.1.1 we describe the LLE kernel, which we view as another diffusiontype kernel. In Subsection 2.1.2 we describe an alternative way of computing the diffusion distances, which is effective in the case of large data and sparse kernels. We also discuss few technical issues regarding our experience implementing Coifman and Lafon's diffusion distances.
Diffusion distances via local linear embedding
We next tried to embed the data into a Euclidean space preserving local distances to nearest neighbors defined by similarity weights of W . This idea follows the local linear embedding (LLE) of Roweis and Saul [9] . We use a similar kernel to that of Ham et. al [6] who identified a kernel whose top eigenvectors provide the coordinates for the LLE embedding.
We begin by defining the matrix
where P was defined above. We continue by projecting out the vector e := 1/ 1 2 from M :
This step can be explained both by the fact that e is not informative for the diffusion process and by the fact that the corresponding embedding has zero center of mass (thus eliminating a degree of freedom of an arbitrary shift). We want M to play a similar role as K 1 in the diffusion process. We thus need to reorder its eigenvalues. We flip their order as follows: We compute the largest eigenvalue of M , λ max , and set
The metric corresponding to the diffusion distance is computed using equation (2) with the kernel K that we have just defined. The embedding obtained by the eigendecomposition of K is closely related to the Laplacian (or diffusion) embedding. Indeed, the matrix M serves a similar role as the square of the Laplacian operator (see [3] for more details).
One attractive property of the current embedding is that it preserves local distances to nearest neighbors according to the similarity weights of W . More precisely, for any fixed dimension d (d < N ) 
The latter idea motivated the work of Roweis and Saul [9] .
Diffusion distances in practice
The diffusion distances can be obtained formally by applying formula (2) to the various kernels suggested above (equations (3)- (5)). Those distances can also be computed via eigenvalue decompositions and when dealing with large but sparse matrices or large m in equation (3) and even matrices of moderate size, the latter computation is necessary.
We exemplify the computation of distances by eigenvalues for the Coifman and Lafon's kernel (equation (3)). We denote by
the corresponding eigenvalues and eigenvectors ofP (note that the coordinates according to the latter eigenvectors provide the diffusion embedding). The diffusion distances d m (i, j) between vertices i and j, corresponding to the kernel K m of equation (3), have the form:
Indeed, the eigendecomposition ofP implies the following eigendecomposition of K m :
That is,
Applying formula (2) to the kernel K m , we obtain that
In many instances, in particular when m is sufficiently large, the above expression could be well approximated by considering only top few eigenvalues and eigenvectors.
Expressions for the distances corresponding to the kernels in equations (4) and (5) via eigenvalue decompositions can be derived similarly.
We have also tested a variant of Coifman and Lafon's diffusion distances (equation (6)), which we explain as follows. We denote by 1 the uniform vector whose coordinates are 1's (1 i = 1, i = 1, . . . , N ) . Note that P · 1 = 1 and that it is the eigenvector of P with largest eigenvalue. Moreover if the graph of the data is connected (this is true in our case as all nodes on the GO graph are connected at the root), then the eigenspace with eigenvalue 1 is spanned by 1. We projected out the corresponding normalized eigenvectorẽ := D 
Due to the slow decay of the weights (equation (1)) and thus of the eigenvalues ofP , we have found little difference between the distances d m andd m . Coifman and Lafon [2] have suggested the use of an additional parameter 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 by normalizing the similarity weights {w i,j } on G by the formula:
Both our presentation and implementation correspond to the choice of α = 0. Indeed, according to our numerical experiments distances based on α = 0 have shown better correlation with Z-scores and P -scores than the ones based on α = 1.
Geodesic Distances Along the Unified Graph
At last we tried a functional distance measured as the shortest path between GO annotations which approximate the geodesic distances along the unified graph.
Recall that n i,j are the local distances between edges i and j on G (n i,j =
w i,j
). We define the length of any path along the edges i 1 , · · · , i n as n−1 j=1 n i j ,i j+1 . The geodesic distance between two vertices is the length of the shortest path connecting them and is computed by applying Dijkstra's algorithm.
Computing Distances Between Subgraphs
We have explained above how to compute estimates for a global distance d(x, y) between vertices x and y of the graph (in our case x and y correspond to two GO annotations). We explain here how to use these in order to compute the distance d(A, B) between two subsets of nodes A and B (in our case: two subgraphs representing protein domain functions). We first define the distance d(x, A) between a node x and the subset A as follows:
The " distance" d(A, B) is computed by the formula:
There are many possible variations of the above formula. We remark that the "distance" suggested above is not a formal metric (the mathematical notion of a distance), since it does not satisfy the triangle inequality. That is, it is not true that d (A, B) ≤ d(A, C) + d(C, B) for all sets A, B, C in the feature space. Nevertheless, it is a robust version of the Hausdorff metric (see Dubuisson and Jain [5] for related study of similar "distances" and Sapiro and Mémoli [8] for using similar distances in a different problem).
